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ABSTRACT
Neural Architecture Search methods have been successfully applied
to image tasks with excellent results. However, NAS methods are
often complex and tend to quickly converge for local minimas. In
this paper, we propose G-EA, a novel approach for guided NAS.
G-EA guides the evolution by exploring the search space by gen-
erating and evaluating several architectures in each generation at
initialisation stage using a zero-proxy estimator, where only the
highest-scoring architecture is trained and kept for the next genera-
tion. By generating several off-springs from an existing architecture
at each generation, G-EA continuously extracts knowledge about
the search space without added complexity. More, G-EA forces
exploitation of the most performant architectures by descendant
generation while at the same time forcing exploration by parent
mutation and favouring younger architectures to the detriment of
older ones. Experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of
the proposed method. Results show that G-EA achieves state-of-
the-art results in NAS-Bench-101 and in all NAS-Bench-201 search
space data sets: CIFAR-10, CIFAR-100 and ImageNet16-120, with
mean accuracies of 93.99%, 72.62% and 46.04% respectively.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Convolutional Neural Networks (CNNs) have been extensively ap-
plied with success to a panoply of tasks with unprecedented results,
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such as image classification [5, 11] and text analysis [4]. Their
inherent capability of feature extraction allows CNNs to be eas-
ily applied and transferred to different problems. Over the years,
several carefully designed architectures have incrementally out-
performed the state-of-the-art by proposing novel components and
training mechanisms [3, 9, 12, 22]. However, designing tailor-made
highly performant CNNs for a given problem is a grueling endeav-
our. Design choices intrinsic to the architectures, layer combination
and training require extensive architecture engineering, which is
heavily dependant on human expertize and trial and error. Thus,
a logical step was to automate the architecture engineering and
design, creating a growing interest in Neural Architecture Search
(NAS).

NAS has been successfully applied in designing architectures
for image and text problems [10, 16, 18, 24]. Despite excellent re-
sults obtain by prominent NAS methods, the computational cost
of most approaches is high, which in some cases can be in the
order of months of GPU computation [14, 31, 32]. To mitigate this,
several performance estimation strategies have been proposed to
reduce the time constraint of NAS methods, by mainly conducting
low-fidelity estimates, learning curve extrapolations, statistical ap-
proaches [10, 17, 19, 23] or by proposing one-shot methods, where
the weights of the generated models are inherited [15, 20, 25]. How-
ever, searching through high-dimensional search spaces is highly
complex, even when there is some prior knowledge about the space.
Most prominent NAS methods fail to generalise to new data sets
due to fast convergence to local minima [8, 26], thus hindering the
search and method’s applicability. The most reliable approach to
obtain information about the search space while searching is to
fully train generated architectures and optimise the search based
on the most performant ones. However, this is costly, and results
are highly dependant on the training schemes and initialisation
setups. Therefore, zero-proxy estimators present an attractive solu-
tion, where statistics are drawn from the generated architectures to
score them at initialisation stage [17, 19]. These methods are time
efficient and capable of performing good correlations between the
score and respective accuracies when the architectures are trained.

This paper proposes G-EA, an evolutionary NAS method that
leverages zero-proxy estimation to efficiently guide the search. By
using an evolutionary strategy where operations can be mutated
and younger architectures are prefered, G-EA forces an exploitation
of the most performant architectures, and an exploration of the
search space by performing mutations. More, we solve the problem
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of conducting full evaluation of the generated architectures to ob-
tain knowledge about the search space by generating several archi-
tectures in each generation, where all are evaluated at initialisation
stage using a zero-proxy estimator and only the highest scoring
architecture is trained and kept for the next generation. By doing
so, G-EA is capable of continuously extracting knowledge about the
search space without compromising the search, resulting in state-of-
the-art results in NAS-Bench-101 and NAS-Bench-201 search space
data sets: CIFAR-10, CIFAR-100 and ImageNet16-120. The code is
publicly available at https://github.com/VascoLopes/GEA.

Our contributions can be summarized as:
• We propose a guided NAS method based on evolutionary
strategies and zero-proxy estimation to generate convolu-
tional neural networks, empirically showing that guided
mechanisms can be used without compromising time effi-
ciency nor the generated models performance.

• We achieve state-of-the-art results in NAS-Bench-101 search
space and all data sets from NAS-Bench-201 search space:
CIFAR-10, CIFAR-100 and ImageNet16-120.

2 RELATEDWORK
NAS was initially proposed as a Reinforcement Learning (RL) prob-
lem, where a controller is trained based on the generated architec-
ture’s performances to incrementally sample more efficient ones
[31]. Follow-up approaches focused on improving the overall per-
formance, and the computation required to frame NAS as a RL
problem by proposing the use of different learning strategies, dis-
tributed computing, and novel incremental sampling strategies
[10, 20, 24, 30]. DARTS [15], proposed the use of gradients to gen-
erate architectures by performing continuous relaxation of the
parameters using a bi-level gradient optimization. These methods
served as basis for follow-up weight-sharing NAS methods and one-
shot models [2, 6, 7, 13, 29]. Differently, REA proposed the to frame
NAS as a evolutionary computation problem [21], where architec-
tures are evolved through operation and hidden states mutations.
However, most evolutionary computation methods are computa-
tionally heavy, and quickly converge to non-optimal minimas. To
improve latter, guiding mechanisms have been proposed. PNAS
introduced consortium learning to the search, where the design of
architectures is gradual, based on the evaluation of increasingly
larger networks [14]. NPENAS guides an evolutionary search by
using a graph-based uncertainty estimation network and a perfor-
mance predictor. In [1], the authors evaluate the similarity of the
internal activations of the generated architectures against a known
one, e.g., ResNet, via representational similarity analysis. [28] pro-
poses the use of landmark architecture’s evaluation to regularize
the ranking of child architectures in super-net settings.

3 PROPOSED METHOD
3.1 Search Method
G-EA starts by randomly generating𝐶 architectures from the search
space of possible architectures, A. The architectures that belong to
the search space have equal probabilities of being randomly sam-
pled. Sampled architectures are then evaluated using a zero-proxy
estimator that scores the architectures at initialisation stage, with-
out requiring any training (the zero-proxy estimation mechanism is

detailed in section 3.2). Then, from the 𝐶 scored architectures, only
the top 𝑃 scoring ones are added to the population and trained to ex-
tract their fitness, 𝑓 . The fitness, 𝑓 , is the validation accuracy after a
partial train (few epochs). By scoring𝐶 architecture at initialisation
stage, G-EA acquires knowledge regarding the search space, which
is then exploited by selecting the top performant architectures, thus
guiding the upcoming search by weeding out bad architectures.

Once the initial population is defined, the evolution takes place
for 𝐶 cycles. At each iteration, the first step is to randomly and
uniformly sample 𝑆 architectures from the population. Then, the
architecture with the highest fitness score, 𝑓 , from the pool of 𝑆
architectures is selected to be the parent of the next generation
(cycle). To generate new architectures, G-EA performs a mutation
over the parent architecture. The mutation works by randomly
changing one operation of the architecture by another from the
pool of operations. 𝑃 new architectures are generated at each cycle
by performing operation mutations over the selected parent, which
are then scored using the zero-proxy estimator. The highest-scoring
architecture is kept and added to the population after evaluating
its fitness. By generating and evaluating 𝑃 architectures, the search
method can find which is the best direction to evolve the parent
through the search space. This allows the method to be guided
through a complex space without jeopardizing the time required to
perform the evolution or the search method’s complexity. When the
new architecture is added to the population, a regularization mech-
anism takes place, where the oldest architecture is removed and
discarded, thus forcing exploration of the search space by favouring
younger architectures that represent new settings evolved by prior
acquired knowledge.

Inherently, higher 𝑃 values represent a higher degree of explo-
ration of the search space, while higher 𝑆 values represent higher
exploitation by increasing the probability of the best architectures
in the population being selected as parents for the next generation.

3.2 Zero-proxy Estimator
The goal of scoring architectures at initialisation stage is to provide
knowledge about the search space, thus allowing guiding the search
to optimal settings. For this, we use a zero-proxy estimator based
on Jacobian covariance. This allows us to quickly evaluate if an
architecture is good without requiring any training, thus allowing
the selection of a generated architecture to be added to the pop-
ulation with more confidence that the search is being correctly
guided to good spaces. To do this, we can define a linear mapping,
𝑤𝑖 = 𝑓 (x𝑖 ), which maps the input x𝑖 ∈ R𝐷 , through the network,
𝑓 (x𝑖 ), where x𝑖 represents an image that belongs to a batch X, and
𝐷 is the input dimension [17]. Then, the Jacobian of the linear map
can be computed using: J𝑖 =

𝜕𝑓 (x𝑖 )
𝜕x𝑖 .

This allows us to evaluate the architecture’s behaviour for differ-
ent images by calculating the Jacobian w𝑖 for different data points,
𝑓 (x𝑖 ), of a single batch X, 𝑖 ∈ 1, · · · , 𝑁 :

J =
(
𝜕𝑓 (x1)
𝜕x1

𝜕𝑓 (x2)
𝜕x2 · · · 𝜕𝑓 (x𝑁 )

𝜕x𝑁

)⊤
(1)

J then contains information about the architecture’s output with
respect to the input for several images. We can split this into classes
and evaluate how an architecture models complex functions at
initialisation stage and its effect on images that belong to the same
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Table 1: Mean test accuracy (%) and standard deviation across
50 runs in NAS-Bench-101 CIFAR-10 data set.

Method Search Time (s) Mean
Test Accuracy (%)

RS N/A 90.38±5.51
REA 26676.49 93.12±0.48
G-EA (ours) 30128.32 93.99±0.25

class. To do that, we split J into several sets, where each set, M𝑘 ,
contains all J𝑖 that belong to the same class𝑘 . Then, we can calculate
a per-class correlation matrix, ΣM𝑘

, using the obtained sets, M𝑘 ,
where 𝑘 = 1, ...𝐾 .

Individual correlation matrices provide information about how a
single architecture treats images for each class. However, different
correlation matrices might yield different sizes, as the number of
images per class differ. To be able to compare different correlation
matrices, they are individually evaluated:

E𝑘 =


∑𝑁
𝑖=1

∑𝑁
𝑗=1 𝑙𝑜𝑔( | (ΣM𝑘 )𝑖, 𝑗 | + 𝑡), if 𝐾 ≤ 𝜏

∑𝑁
𝑖=1

∑𝑁
𝑗=1 𝑙𝑜𝑔 ( | (ΣM𝑐 )𝑖,𝑗 |+𝑡 )

| |ΣM𝑘 | | , otherwise

(2)

where 𝑡 is a small-constant with the value of 1 × 10−5, and 𝐾 is the
number of classes in batch X, and | |.| | represents the size of the set
X.

Finally, an architecture is scored based on the individual evalua-
tions of the correlation matrices by:

𝑧 =


∑𝐾
𝑤=1 |e𝑤 |, if 𝐾 ≤ 𝜏

∑𝐾
𝑖=1

∑𝐾
𝑗=𝑖+1 |e𝑖−e𝑗 |
| |e | | , otherwise

(3)

where e is a vector that contains all the correlation matrices’ scores.
The final score is dependant on the number of classes present in X,
as data sets with a higher number of classes commonly have more
noise, which is mitigated by conducting a normalized pair-wise
difference. In our experiments, we empirically defined 𝜏 = 100,
based on the search space and data sets used.

We can then use 𝑧 to rank the generated architectures, providing
an efficient mechanism of differentiating between bad and good
architectures. Thus allowing the search to be guided towards better
settings without compromising the search cost.

4 EXPERIMENTS
4.1 Search Spaces
To evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed NAS algorithm, we
utilise two different search spaces: NAS-Bench-101 [27] and NAS-
Bench-201 benchmarks [8], with 423,624 and 15,625 architectures
respectively. These benchmarks were designed to have tractable
NAS search spaces with metadata for the training of thousands of
architectures within those search spaces.

4.2 Results and Discussion
First, we evaluate the proposed method on NAS-Bench-101. For
this, we fixed 𝑃/𝑆/𝐶 = 10/5/200, following standard settings used
and assessed by prior works [8, 21], and directly compare it against
random search (RS) and REA. In Table 1 we present this comparison
in terms of search cost, in seconds, and mean test accuracy and
standard deviation, calculated from executing G-EA and REA 50
times. From the results, it is clear that G-EA outperforms REA
and heavily improves when compared against RS. G-EA is highly
efficient, requiring only approximately 0.3 GPU days to execute
each run. The results show that the guidingmechanism can improve
the search, promoting regions that yield better architectures.

In Table 2 we further compare G-EA using 𝑃/𝑆/𝐶 = 10/5/200
against other state-of-the-art methods on the NAS-Bench-201
search space, using as evaluation metrics the mean accuracy, stan-
dard deviation, and search time in seconds, across the 3 data sets. G-
EA consistently outperforms both weight sharing and non-weight
sharing NAS methods, achieving state-of-the-art results in all three
data sets. Even though G-EA evaluates𝐶 × 𝑃 architectures with the
zero-proxy estimator and further evaluates 𝐶 architectures by par-
tially training them, it requires a similar search time as REA under
the same settings and considerably less than most weight sharing
methods. Lower standard deviation also indicates that G-EA is pre-
cise and capable of generating high performant architectures, which
is especially valid in ImageNet16-120, a data set with low-resolution
images and high levels of noise, in which G-EA considerably out-
performs existing NAS methods.

The obtained results show that an evolutionary strategy, cou-
pled with a mechanism to quickly evaluate architectures to guide
the search, can achieve state-of-the-art results while still having
competitive search times. Despite the complexity of search spaces
and severe difficulty in obtaining their global information, the re-
sults shed insights that guiding mechanisms powered by scoring
architectures at initialisation stages give the advantage of acquir-
ing preliminary information regarding which direction the search
should evolve. Therefore, G-EA can converge to better results by
avoiding local minimas, while still being efficient in terms of the
time required by the search method.

5 CONCLUSIONS
This paper proposes G-EA, a guided evolution strategy for neural ar-
chitecture search by leveraging zero-proxy estimation of untrained
architectures. G-EA forces exploitation of the most performant
architectures by descendant generation and an exploration of the
search space by conducting mutations. G-EA guides the evolution
by generating several architectures in each generation and having
them evaluated at initialisation stage using a zero-proxy estimator,
thus being capable of continuously extracting knowledge about the
search space without compromising the search, resulting in state-
of-the-art results in NAS-Bench-101 and NAS-Bench-201 search
spaces.
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Table 2: Comparison ofmanually designed networks and several searchmethods evaluated using theNAS-Bench-201 benchmark.
Performance is shown in terms of accuracy (%) with mean±std, on CIFAR-10, CIFAR-100 and ImageNet-16-120. Search times
are the mean time required to search for cells in CIFAR-10. Search time includes the time taken to train networks as part of the
process where applicable. Table adapted from [8, 17, 19].

Method Search
Time (s)

CIFAR-10 CIFAR-100 ImageNet-16-120

validation test validation test validation test

Manually designed
ResNet - 90.83 93.97 70.42 70.86 44.53 43.63

Weight sharing
RSPS 7587 84.16±1.69 87.66±1.69 59.00±4.60 58.33±4.34 31.56±3.28 31.14±3.88
DARTS-V1 10890 39.77±0.00 54.30±0.00 15.03±0.00 15.61±0.00 16.43±0.00 16.32±0.00
DARTS-V2 29902 39.77±0.00 54.30±0.00 15.03±0.00 15.61±0.00 16.43±0.00 16.32±0.00
GDAS 28926 90.00±0.21 93.51±0.13 71.14±0.27 70.61±0.26 41.70±1.26 41.84±0.90
SETN 31010 82.25±5.17 86.19±4.63 56.86±7.59 56.87±7.77 32.54±3.63 31.90±4.07
ENAS 13315 39.77±0.00 54.30±0.00 15.03±0.00 15.61±0.00 16.43±0.00 16.32±0.00

Non-weight sharing
RS 12000 90.93±0.36 93.70±0.36 70.93±1.09 71.04±1.07 44.45±1.10 44.57±1.25
REINFORCE 12000 91.09±0.37 93.85±0.37 71.61±1.12 71.71±1.09 45.05±1.02 45.24±1.18
BOHB 12000 90.82±0.53 93.61±0.52 70.74±1.29 70.85±1.28 44.26±1.36 44.42±1.49
REA† 26070 91.22±0.25 93.97±0.31 72.36±1.07 72.14±0.86 45.09±0.92 45.55±1.02
G-EA (ours)† 26911 91.26±0.20 93.99±0.23 72.62±0.77 72.36±0.66 45.97±0.72 46.04±0.67
† Results of 25 runs using the same settings: 𝑃/𝑆/𝐶 = 10/5/200, using a single 1080Ti GPU.
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